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  Question: 1  

Which of the following is true about a maintenance planning plant? 
 

A. The maintenance planning plant and the maintenance plant can never be the same. 
B. It is the highest-level element of all the organizational units. 
C. The Plant at which the operational systems of a company are installed is called themaintenance 
plant. 
D. If maintenance work is planned at this plant, the maintenance plant is also themaintenance 
planning plant. 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 2  

Which edition allows more extensive customer modifications? 
 

A. Cloud edition 
B. On-premise edition 

  Answer: C, D  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 3  

What characterizes the architecture of a simple application? 
 

A. Reduction in number of tables 
B. Push data-intensive tasks to SAP HANA 
C. Use of dedicated aggregation tables 
D. No data redundancy 
E. Works with any database 

  Answer: B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: A, B, D  
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  Question: 4  
 

What does a virtual data model provide? 
 

A. A copy of the database optimized for analytical use 
B. Consumption-ready views of data 
C. Reporting tools for users 
D. Ready-to-use business reports 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 5  
 

Which of the following pieces of information are available in the production order? 
 

A. Order components 
B. Order costs 
C. Production dates 
D. Production instructions 
E. All of the above 
F. None of the above 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 6  

A billing document can be created from what two types of documents? 

 
A. Sales order 
B. Inquiry 
C. Rebate list 
D. Quotation 
E. Delivery 

  Answer: E  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 7  

Which of the following areas are available in SAP S/4HANA? 

 
A. Concur 
B. Marketing 
C. SuccessFactors Employee Central 

  Answer: A, E  
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D. Enterprise Management 
 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 8  
 

Which of the following technologies is the preferred technology to achieve a harmonization across 
solutions? 

 
A. Dynpro 
B. SAP Screen Personas 
C. SAP Flowers 
D. Floorplan Manager 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 9  

What are the three implementation scenarios covered by SAP Activate? 

 
A. New implementation 
B. Landscape transformation 
C. System conversion 
D. Database migration 

  Answer: C  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 10  

What is the basic procurement process in an SAP system? 
 

A. Purchase requisition, purchase order, goods receipt, invoice receipt 
B. Goods receipt, purchase order, invoice receipt, vendor master 
C. Sales order, production order, purchase order 
D. Inquiry, sales order, purchase order, delivery 

  Answer: A, B, C  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 11  

  Answer: A  

 

Which of the following are typical tools used by key users to develop various analyses in SAP 
S/4HANA Embedded analytics? 
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A. SAP HANA Live Browser 
B. KPI builder 
C. Query Designer 
D. Design Studio 

 

  Answer: B, C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 12  
 

What are some of the trends driving the need for a reengineered business suite built for the digital 
world? 

 
A. Business users are taking on more technical IT tasks 
B. Increase in ownership of mobile devices 
C. Massive increase in device connectivity 
D. Adoption of cloud computing 

 

  Answer: B, C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 13  
 

The installation locations for equipment in a technical system are documented in the . 
 

A. Job List 
B. Usage List 
C. Measuring Points 
D. Equipment View 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 14  
 

Name the manufacturing execution process step that allows someone to enter the actual time and 
activities of the various operations during the production process. 

 
A. Costing 
B. Disaggregation 
C. Material requirements planning 
D. Confirmation 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: D  
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  Question: 15  

In the SAP Easy Access menu, you can create a favorites list containing: 
 

A. Links to files 
B. Web addresses 
C. Transactions 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 16  

What are the three pillars of SAP Activate? 
 

A. SAP Best Practices 
B. Performance tuning 
C. Methodology 
D. Guided configuration 

  Answer: A, B, C  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 17  

  Answer: A, B, C  

 

The starting point for the corrective maintenance process usually is a . 

 
A. Catalog 
B. Notification 
C. Order 
D. Activity 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 18  
 

What features of SAP HANA enable massive data footprint reduction for SAP S/4HANA? 
 

A. Support for data aging strategies 
B. Use of hierarchical cache 
C. Column store tables 
D. On-the-fly aggregation from line item tables 

 

  Answer: A, C, D  
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Explanation: 
 

  Question: 19  

Which of the following is the correct sales order management process? 
 

A. Sales order, delivery, picking, goods issue, billing 
B. Picking, sales order, goods issue, billing, delivery 
C. Sales order, picking, goods issue, billing, delivery 
D. Goods issue, picking, sales order, delivery, billing 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 20  
 

Which of the following is used for calculating the next planned date for preventivemaintenance 
orders? 

 
A. Technical Completion date of the previous Order 
B. Maintenance Plan start date of the previous Order 
C. It is pre-determined and will not be recalculated 
D. Confirmation date of the task 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 21  

What are the key functionalities in SAP Cloud Platform? 
 

A. Open APIs 
B. Microservices 
C. Edge computing 
D. Integration 

  Answer: A  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 22  

  Answer: A, B, D  

 

Inspections and repair work requiring the shutdown of an entire asset is performed atregular 
intervals can be handled using . 

 
A. Project-Oriented Maintenance 
B. Preventive Maintenance 
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C. Corrective Maintenance 
D. ABreakdown Maintenance 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 23  
 

Which of the following processes (applications) are part of the production processes? 
 

A. Manufacturing execution 
B. Master production scheduling 
C. Sales and Operations Planning 
D. Delivery processing 
E. Material requirements planning 

 

  Answer: A, B, C, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 24  
 

The first release of the SAP Asset Manager Mobile application is based on . 

 
A. Windows only 
B. iOS, Android and Windows 
C. O Android only 
D. iOS and Android 
E. iOS only 

 

  Answer: E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 25  
 

Once the Job Card is printed, the status of the order changes to . 

 
A. Conf 
B. TTJL 
C. TECO 
D. JIPR 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 26  
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A piece of equipment cannot be linked to a material. Determine whether this statement is true or 
false. 

 
A. True 
B. False 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 27  
 

What is the missing word? With SAP S/4HANA, OLTP and applications are managed within 
the same system. 

 
A. ETL 
B. JSON 
C. HTTP 
D. OLAP 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 28  
 

You would like to preset a value for a field that you have to enter frequently. To do this, you need the  
parameter ID. Which help function would you use to locate the parameter ID when you are on the 
field? 

 
A. F4 
B. F1 
C. F11 
D. Application help 
E. System help 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 29  
 

SAP S/4HANA is built to natively integrate with business networks such as: 
 

A. SAP Fieldglass 
B. SAP Concur 
C. Linkedin 
D. SAP Hybris 
E. SAP Ariba 
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Explanation: 

 

  Question: 30  

What are the names of SAP S/4HANA cloud editions? 
 

A. Marketing Cloud 
B. Supply Chain Cloud 
C. Enterprise Management Cloud 
D. Professional Services Cloud 

  Answer: A, B, D, E  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 31  

  Answer: A, C, D  

 

Which of the following is true about calculating the cost for maintenance? 
 

A. It is calculated at the Order operation level by default. 
B. You can configure the system to calculate the cost at the header level in the ordertype customizing 
in SPRO. 
C. It is calculated at the Order header level by default. 
D. The operation account assignment (OAA) business function allows to calculate costs of 
maintenance orders at operation level. 

 

  Answer: C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 32  
 

Which of the following is true about SAP Asset Intelligence Network cloud application? 
 

A. It is the target of the application to maintain a global directory of pieces ofequipment, that uses 
general definitions. 
B. A remote service technician is a typical user of this application. 
C. It is the target of the application, to improve the visibility of machines. 
D. A constructing engineer is the typical user of this application. 

 

  Answer: A, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 33  

Why was the application code completely rewritten for SAP S/4HANA? 
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A. To take advantage of the simpler data model 
B. SAP S/4HANA is now built with Java 
C. The optimized ABAP code that we developed for Suite on SAP HANA would not work with SAP 
S/4HANA 
D. To ensure that the code is optimized for SAP HANA 

 

  Answer: A, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 34  

Which of the following is true about settlement rules? 
 

A. It cannot be changed once it is determined. 
B. It can be changed when the first settlement rule is maintained for the order. 
C. It must be entered manually in the order. 
D. The account assignment object is proposed from the master record for thereference object. 

 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 35  
 

With SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics, which tools are aimed at end users? 
 

A. Analytical SAP Fiori applications 
B. SAP Smart Business cockpits 
C. Design Studio 
D. Query Designer 
E. Query Browser 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 36  

Which of the following is true about SAP Work Manager? 
 

A. It is used in combinations with S/4HANA 
B. It is available only on SAP Cloud Platform 
C. It is used in combinations with SAP ERP and S/4HANA 
D. It is available in On Premise Edition and Cloud Edition 

  Answer: A, B, E  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: C, D  
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  Question: 37  

What happens when you enter an invoice with reference to a purchase order? 
 

A. The system suggests data only from the purchase order. 
B. The system suggests data only from the goods receipt. 
C. The system suggests data from the purchase order and the goods receipt. 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 38  

Which of the following are examples of organizational elements? 
 

A. Client 
B. Company code 
C. All of the above 
D. Plant 
E. None of the above 

  Answer: C  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 39  

Which of the following are true statements about master data? 

  Answer: C  

 

A. Master data is organized into views that are assigned to organizational elements. 
B. Master data is created centrally and is available to all applications and allauthorized users. 
C. Master data decreases data redundancy. 

 

  Answer: A, B, C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 40  
 

The units of capacity in plant maintenance are managed in . 
 

A. Maintenance Planning Plant 
B. Organizational Units 
C. Maintenance Work Centers 
D. Maintenance Plant 

 

  Answer: C  
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Explanation: 
 

  Question: 41  

Which of the following roles is responsible for executing an order during the corrective maintenance 
process. 

 
A. Warehouse Clerk 
B. Maintenance Planner 
C. Maintenance Supervisor 
D. Maintenance Technician 

 

  Answer: A, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 42  
 

Which of the following describes an electronic data record of transactions that contains predefined 
information from master data and organizational elements? 

 
A. An Inventory 
B. A document 
C. A log 
D. A report 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 43  

Time Segments describe usage. 

 
A. Orders 
B. Equipment 
C. Notifications 
D. Functional Location 

  Answer: B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 44  

  Answer: B  

 

Which of the following BOMs will you use to setup spare parts planning of functional locations and 
equipment? 

 
A. Construction BOM 
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B. Maintenance BOM 
C. Production BOM 
D. Costing BOM 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 45  

What activities can be performed with a delivery document? 
 

A. Debit memo 
B. Goods issue 
C. Credit memo 
D. Picking 

  Answer: B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 46  

  Answer: B, D  

 

Which of the following provides general information on the SAP system and transaction or task on 
which you are working? 

 
A. Menu path 
B. Role bar 
C. Application toolbar 
D. Status bar 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 47  
 

In the document management system, you can create new documents that contain information 
about equipment or repair instructions, and attach these to the maintenance order or operation. 

 
A. False 
B. True 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 48  

What is the function of the print diversion setting? 
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A. It enables you to chose a printer based on certain fields in the order. 
B. It tells the system that a shop paper for an order is ready to be printed. 
C. It enables you to determine which papers are printed for the technician. 
D. It enables you to define which shop papers are printed as a system default. 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 49  

Which of the following statements are correct? 
 

A. Overheads on planned costs are determined as part of the standard cost estimate. 
B. Overhead rates are used to allocate sales and administration overheads. 
C. Overheads on actual costs are determined automatically when the order is saved. 
D. Overhead rates enable you to allocate overhead costs to cost accounting objects according to 
cause. 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 50  

In which of the following locations can object information be found? 
 

A. In an order 
B. In a notification 
C. In a master record for the technical object 
D. In a document 

  Answer: A, B, D  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 51  

  Answer: A, B, C  

 

In cost control, which of the following represents a closed system for cost accountingpurposes? 
 

A. Company code 
B. Work center 
C. Controlling area 
D. Business area 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: C  
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  Question: 52  
 

To run apps in SAP Fiori launchpad you must assign the user ... 
 

A. Only the OData services on the frontend server 
B. Only the business roles on the backend server 
C. Roles on frontend and backend servers 
D. Only the business roles on the frontend server 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 53  
 

Which of the following are checking instructions used to control availability checks? 
 

A. Checking rules 
B. Checking types 
C. Checking groups 
D. Checking profiles 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 54  

Which of the following is not a Customizing setting for order types? 

 
A. Structure indicator 
B. Settlement profile 
C. Planning plant 
D. Residence time 
E. Settlement rule 

  Answer: A, C  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 55  

  Answer: A  

 

Which of the following statements about configuring the notification screen are correct? 
 

A. You can apply a simple view or an enhanced view to each notification type. 
B. You can define only one screen area per tab. 
C. You can assign internal headings and symbols to tabs. 
D. You can choose from 27 different tab pages for each notification type. 
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Explanation: 
 

  Question: 56  

What is the preferred client type for SAP S/4HANA? 

 
A. SAP GUI for HTML 
B. SAP Business client for HTML 
C. SAP GUI for Windows 
D. SAP Fiori launchpad 

 
 

  Answer: A, C, D  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 57  

Which of the following statements about work centers are correct? 

  Answer: D  

 

A. They form the basis for cost calculation, capacity planning, and scheduling. 
B. They are organizational units that define when and where an operation must beperformed. 
C. They can be machine, production lines, or people. 
D. They are only used in maintenance. 

 

  Answer: A, B, C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 58  
 

Which of the following statements about order settlement and business completion are correct? 
 

A. Technical completion occurs when all of the required tasks have been performed. 
B. After business completion, an order can be debited with actual costs. 
C. Settlement credits the order with the actual costs. 
D. Business completion is performed for an order that has been fully settled. 

 

  Answer: A, C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 59  
 

Which one of the following relationship types means that the end of one operation is linked to the 
start of the next operation? 

 
A. Start - Start 
B. Finish - Finish 
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C. Finish - Start 
D. Start - Finish 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 60  
 

Which of the following statements about commitments management are correct? 
 

A. Commitment values can exceed planned costs. 
B. Commitments lead to actual costs as a result of various business transactions. 
C. Commitments are contractual obligations that are entered in accounting. 
D. Commitments are used to update and  monitor resources that are required for external 
procurement. 
E. Commitment data is built up when the scheduled order resources are valuated. 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 61  

A maintenance planning plant... 

 
A. Can only be assigned to one maintenance plant 
B. Can be assigned to various maintenance plants 
C. Is the organizational unit to which work centers are assigned 
D. Is only relevant for cross-plant planning 

  Answer: A, B, D, E  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 62  

  Answer: B  

 

Which parameters are calcluated during shceduling of a performance-based maintenance plan? 
choose 2 answers 

 
A. planned date based on sum of counter readings 
B. monthly performance based on annual estimate 
C. daily performance based on on annual estimate 
D. planned date based on cycle and daily performance 

 

  Answer: C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 63  
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Which actions must the engineer perform to serialize piece of equipment? choose 3 answers 
 

A. assign a serial number profile to the equipment master 
B. add a serilaized material into the construction type field of the equipment master 
C. assign a serial number profile to the material master 
D. add a serial number to an existing equipment master 
E. add a serilaize material to the equipment serial data view 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 64  

Which of the following is scheduling indicator? choose 1 answer 

 
A. time-latest date 
B. time-earliest date 
C. time-fixed date 
D. time-key date 

  Answer: B, C, E  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 65  

What does the structure indicator define? choose 2 answers 
 

A. the field selection for the functional location list 
B. the cateogry of the functional Icoation 
C. the allowed characters for a functional location 
D. the hierarchy levels of the functional location structure 

  Answer: D  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 66  

  Answer: C, D  

 

The maintenance engineer creates a singel cycle plan with the following parameters: 
* the call object is maintenance order 
* the indicator or seprate completion of maintenance call date is NOT set 
* the indicator for completion requirement is NOT activated 
* both shift factors are set to 100% . 
Which date is relevant for the calculation for further planned dates for all objects? choose 1 answer 

 
A. planned date of the next call number 
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B. completion date of maintenance plan 
C. technical completion date of the maintenance order 
D. basic finish date of the maintenance order 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 67  
 

what is primary goal of sap perdictive maintenence and service? choose 1 answer 
 

A. to precalculate maintenance projects 
B. to provide advanced cost controlling analysis 
C. to create a cloud-based equipement directory 
D. to collect and analyze machine data 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 68  

Where can the planner check the material availbility? choose 3 answer 

 
A. within the SAP fiori-based background job 
B. from the list of orders 
C. within an individual order 
D. within the SAP fiori-based material document overview 
E. from the reservation list 

  Answer: A  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 69  

  Answer: B, C, E  

 

A technician uses the new SAPUI5-based apps. which steps can the technician perform when 
processing a malfunction report? choose 3 answers 

 
A. pause work 
B. put in process 
C. complete 
D. start work 
E. print 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: A, C, D  
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  Question: 70  
 

what can planner monitor with the resource scheduling for maintenance planner sap fiori app? 
choose 2 answers 

 
A. workload of wok centers 
B. maintenance order NOT confirmed 
C. Notification without maintenance orders 
D. non-available stock materials 

 

  Answer: A, B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 71  
 

what must you define for the material master before you can refurish the corresponding material? 
choose 1 answer 

 
A. MRP type replenishement 
B. transport group 0001 
C. split valuation of stocks 
D. serail number profile 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 72  
 

How can you define the data transfer within a technical object hierarchy? choose 2 answers 

 
A. use the data origin function to change the supported fields in the functional location 
B. use the data origin function to change the supproted for the piece of equipement 
C. use the data origin function to the update the supported fields for the bill of materials 
D. use the reference functional locations for transfer data to the corresponding functional Icaotions 

 

  Answer: A, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 73  
 

The planner callls the document flow in the work order, which of the following document type are 
directly displayed? choose 3 answers 

 
A. material document 
B. accounting document 
C. time confirmation 
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D. controlling document 
E. invoice 

 

  Answer: A, C, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 74  
 

You have several defective parts that you need to send to a subcontractor to get them refurbished, 
what must you do to trigger the external refurbishment order? choose 1 answer 

 
A. creat a manual purchase order and add the refuribshment order number 
B. create an external activity (PM 02) within the refurbishment order 
C. create a manual purchase requistion and add the refurbishment order number 
D. create an internal activity (PM 01) and add the defective mateiral as non stock component 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 75  

To which objects can you assign a budget? choose 2 answers 
 

A. maintenance order 
B. WBS element 
C. functional location 
D. planning plant 

  Answer: B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 76  

  Answer: A, B  

 

Which of the following are valid scheduling parameter in the multiple-counter plan? choose 2 
answers 

 
A. call horizon 
B. schedule period 
C. start counter reading 
D. Or-link 

 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 77  
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What is the function of the offset within a maintenance strategy? choose 1 answer 

 
A. it shift the next planned date due to the delay of the confirmation 
B. it determine the first due date of the maintenance package 
C. it sets the start date of the maintenance plan 
D. it extends the cycle length of a maintenance package 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 78  
 

What is a prerequisit to start a performance-based maintenance plan? choose 1 answer 
 

A. cycle modification factor 
B. call horizon 
C. intial measurement document 
D. scheduling period 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 79  
 

You create a maintenance order with header-based costing, at which level the planner display the 
expected costs? choose 2 answers 

 
A. at the component level 
B. at the value category level 
C. at the work center level 
D. at the cost element level 

 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 80  
 

Which must you define before you can create a new function location? choose 2 answers 
 

A. status profile 
B. structure indicator 
C. functional location category 
D. reference functional location 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: B, C  
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  Question: 81  

Which of the following objects can you directly assign when you define the work center master 
record? choose 2 answers 

 
A. calculation key 
B. business partner 
C. capacity category 
D. orgnaizational unit 

 

  Answer: C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 82  
 

You set up the process for inspection rounds, so that the technician can enter measurement reading 
in a simplified way using the overall time confirmation. 
What must do before you set up a general maintenance task list. choose 2 answers 

 
A. assign a measuring point as inspection point to the task list header 
B. create a piece of PRT equipment and allocate it using the PRT overivew button 
C. assign a piece of equipement with allocated measuring point to a task list operation 
D. assign a measuring point as a PRT to a task list operation 

 

  Answer: C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 83  
 

Which operation can the responsible person perform after a maintenance order in technically 
completed? choose 3 answers 

 
A. change the planned cost 
B. update the estimated cost 
C. lock or unlock the order 
D. change the settlement rule 
E. create invoice receipt for delivered materials 

 

  Answer: C, D, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 84  
 

In which product does SAP deliver embedded analytics? choose 1 answer 
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A. SAP Business warehouse 
B. SAP S/4HANA 
C. SAP Business intellignece 
D. SAP BW/4HANA 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 85  
 

What must you do before the system can generate entries in the action log of an equipment? choose 
1 answer 

 
A. set the corresponding flag when you maintain the equipement category 
B. define an additional business view for equipment category 
C. assign a user status profile to the equipment cateogry 
D. maintain the setting for the usage history 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 86  
 

The technical completion of the actual maintenance order was posted with a delay of 10 days. How 
can the planner shift the next planned date by the same amount? choose 1 answer 

 
A. set the shift factor for the late completion to 10 % 
B. set the shift factor for late completion 100 % 
C. set the shift factor for early completion 100 % 
D. set the shift factor for early completion 10 % 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 87  
 

Which of the following types is supported out of the box in technical objects? choose 2 answers 
 

A. controller 
B. contractor 
C. organizational unit 
D. maintenance plant 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: C, D  
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  Question: 88  
 

How do you activate subscreen for equipement master data in customizing? choose 1 answer 
 

A. create a view profile and assign it to the equipement category 
B. create a screen group info type and assign the group to the equipment category 
C. assign object information parameter to the equipement category 
D. define the field selection for the equipment master data 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 89  
 

You create a revision for a maintance event builder (MEB) scenario. which objects can manually 
assign to a revision? choose 2 answers 

 
A. automatically created maintenance order from a maintenance plan 
B. automatically created notification from a maintenance plan 
C. manually created notifications 
D. manually created maintenance orders 

 

  Answer: B, C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 90  
 

At what level does the system calculate costs of maintenance orders? choose 1 answer 
 

A. always on header level depending on the maintenance plant 
B. always on operation level depending on the order type and the maintenance planning plant 
C. on header level or on operation level depending on the order type and the maintenance planning 
plant 
D. on header level or on operation level depending on the controlling view 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 91  
 

Which object combination influences the display of the fleet-specific tab strip and fields? choose 1 
answer 

 
A. equipement category and measuring point category 
B. fleet object type and vehicle usage indicator 
C. equipment category and fleet object type 
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D. fleet object type and measuring point category 
 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 92  
 

When the planner adds a non-stock material in the order , what are valid process steps? choose 3 
answer 

 
A. post the goods receipt 
B. post the invoice 
C. post the goods issue 
D. create the purchase order 
E. post the credit memo 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 93  

To which objects can you assign a safety plan? choose 2 answers 
 

A. work approval 
B. permit 
C. maintenanc order 
D. task list 

  Answer: A, B, D  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 94  

  Answer: C, D  

 

What are the effects when the planner release a maintenance order? choose 3 answers 

 
A. the planner can estimate costs 
B. the planner CANNOT change planned costs 
C. the planner can print the job papers 
D. the technician can record confirmations 
E. the warehouse clerk can post a goods issue 

 

  Answer: C, D, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 95  
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To which of the following organizational units can you directly assing a maintenance plant? chose 1 
answer 

 
A. controlling area 
B. standard purchasing organization 
C. personnel area 
D. profit center 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 96  

What are the prerequisits to run SAP Work manager? choose 3 answers 
 

A. Mobile add-on for SAP S/4 HANA 
B. Sysbase unwired platform 
C. SAP mobile platform 
D. SAP Geographical enablement framework 
E. device operation system ( ios, andriod or windows ) 

  Answer: B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 97  

  Answer: A, C, E  

 

Which activities can the plannner perform by using the maintenance planning overivew with the 
default filters? choose 3 answers 

 
A. analyze outsanding notifiaction that have NOT been assigned to the maintenance order 
B. analyze released maintenance orders whose end date is in the past and were NOT finally 
confirmed 
C. display purchase orders for non-stock material for which the goods receipt was NOT posted 
D. analyze confirmed maintenance orders which were NOT setteled 
E. display approved purchase requisitions for non-stock material for which NO purchase order was 
generated 

 

  Answer: A, B, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 98  
 

Which operations can the responsible person preform after a maintenance order in technically 
completed? choose 3 answers 

 
A. lock or unlock the order 
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B. create invoice receipt for delivered material 
C. change the planned cost 
D. change the settelement rule 
E. update the estimate cost 

 

  Answer: A, B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 99  
 

Which material are displayed when the planner check the availability list? choose 1 answer 
 

A. only the non-available stock material 
B. stock material and prodcution resources and tools material 
C. only the stock material 
D. stock and non-stock material 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 100  
 

Which of the following process feature are part of breakdown maintenance? choose 3 answers 

 
A. maintenanc order always need planning of maintenance tasks 
B. order and notification can be utilized in combination 
C. maintenance orders can be created as immediate orders without any planning 
D. order created without notification can be used within the maintenance event builder 
E. notification are used for documentation of technical findings and activites performed 

 

  Answer: B, C, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 101  
 

The planner add a stock material in the orders. What does the system create reservation depending 
on the settings of the order type? choose 2 answers 

 
A. after the available check is performed 
B. when the order is released 
C. when the order is saved 
D. when the cost are determined 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: B, C  
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  Question: 102  
 

What is the purpose of the initial and subsequent buffers in a maintenance strategy? choose 1 
answer 

 
A. to set the call date 
B. to set the start date of the maintenance plan 
C. to set the start/end date of the maintenance order 
D. to set the planned date 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 103  
 

When does the system create the entries in the web app job for the technician? choose 1 answer 
 

A. when the planner performs capacity planning 
B. when the planner creates the maintenance order 
C. when the planner prints the job card 
D. when the planner releases the maintenance order 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 104  
 

What is feature of the technical object breakdown SAP fiori app? choose 1 answer 
 

A. the visualization in SAP lumira 
B. the underlying infocube 
C. the presentation in an SAP BW Query 
D. the underlying CDS view 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 105  
 

Which periode does the planner define when using the scheduling period in the maintenance plan? 
choose 1 answer 

 
A. the period in which the system job for scheduling runs 
B. the period for which orders are created in advance 
C. the period in which a shift of planned dates is allowed 
D. the period for which the system generate planned or call dates 
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  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 106  
 

The planner uses control key PM02 to purchase external service, what are the valid process steps? 
choose 3 answers 

 
A. create the service entry sheet 
B. accept the service entry sheet 
C. create the purchase order 
D. Book the goods receipt 
E. Book the invoice 

 

  Answer: A, B, C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 107  
 

Which steps in the maintenance order are directly based on data within the maintenance work 
center? choose 2 answers 

 
A. material availiability check 
B. capacity planning 
C. damage analysis 
D. cost calcluation 

 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 108  
 

Which valuation category do you use to refurish the material? choose 1 answer 

 
A. in-house/ external procurment 
B. retail 
C. origin 
D. condition-based 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 109  
 

To which SAP object can the planner assign a maintenance order to make a budget available for the 
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order? choose 2 answers 

 
A. network header with the allocated budget 
B. investement program item with the allocated budget 
C. functional location with the allocated budget 
D. WBS element with the allocated budget 

 

  Answer: A, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 110  
 

Which options do you have to allow the assingment of order operation to object list entries. choose 3 
answer 

 
A. to all notification 
B. to all maintenance plans 
C. only to notifiaction created via maintenance plans 
D. to all task list 
E. to all object list entries 

 

  Answer: A, C, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 111  

Why do you create maintenance planner group? choose 1 answer 
 

A. to map a group of persons which plan maintenance budgets 
B. to map a group of persons responsible for maintenance plans 
C. to map a group of persons responsible for maintenance strategies 
D. to map a group of persons which plans maintenance activities for technical objects 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 112  
 

In which object can you change the offset of a maintenance plan strategy? choose 1 answer 
 

A. maintenance package 
B. maintenance plan header 
C. maintenance plan item 
D. maintenance plan category 

 

  Answer: A  
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Explanation: 
 

  Question: 113  

What are the effects when the planner technically complete the maintenance order? choose 2 
answers 

 
A. the planner CANNOT add an oder operation 
B. the system close open reservations 
C. the technician CANNOT create time confirmations 
D. the system deletes open purchase orders 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 114  

What is the purpose of the SAP GUI Bleize Theme? choose 1 answer 
 

A. create a similaire user experience as in SAP fiori launchpad 
B. make web dynpro app available for SAP GUI 
C. make SAPUI5 app available for SAP GUI 
D. create a simplified copy of a transaction 

  Answer: A, B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 115  

  Answer: A  

 

Which actions can you perform with the create technical objects SAP fiori app? choose 3 answers 
 

A. change a reference location 
B. edit classification data and characteristics 
C. assign document 
D. display asset viewer 
E. create measuring point 

 

  Answer: B, C, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 116  
 

Which information does the usage list for equipement display? choose 1 answer 
 

A. validity periods 
B. operation hours 
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C. Failure frequencey 
D. material consumption 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 117  
 

You are planning maintenance execution on the emplyee level. Which combination of SAP objects is 
mandatory within SAP S/4 HANA? choose 1 answer 

 
A. SAP user and personnel number 
B. business partenerand personnel number 
C. planner group and personnel number 
D. ogranizational unit and personnel number 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 118  
 

Which UI technolgies are supported in SAP S/4AHANA asset management when you use SAP Fiori 
launchpad? choose 3 answers 

 
A. business server pages (BSP) 
B. SAP GUI for HTML 
C. Web Dynpro 
D. SAP GUI for windows 
E. SAPUI5 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 119  

Which feature does SAP S/4HANA include? choose 2 answer 
 

A. unchanged data model 
B. in-memory platform 
C. support of any database 
D. SAPUI5-Based UI 

  Answer: B, C, E  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 120  

  Answer: B, D  
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What is the consequences when you activate alternative labelling? choose 1 answer 
 

A. the labeling system must be assigned to the functional location category 
B. you can change the primary functional location label and keep the old label as a historical labe 
C. you CANNOT deactivate an alternative labeling 
D. you can change the primary functional location label and delete the old function location label 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 121  

What is a caracteristics of the SAP Fiori tile group? choose 1 answer 

 
A. it is assigned using the set/get parameteres 
B. it provide an invisible group of SAP Fiori catalogs 
C. it shows active tiles in SAP fiori launchpad 
D. it is a building block of the SAP fiori catalog 

  Answer: B  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 122  

  Answer: C  

 

You use SAP Work manager. Which operation can the maintenance worker execute? choose 2 answer 
A. 
change BOM 
create work order on the ESRI map 
B. 
create notification 
crearte a measuring reading 
C. 
scheduling resources 
change task list 
D. 
create equipment 
install equipment 

 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: B, D  

 
 

  Question: 123  
The maintenance engineer creates a single cycle plan with a cyle of 12 months and enters the 
scheduling indicator time-key date. 
Which further scheduling parameter must you enter so that the calcuated call date is always 
scheduled six months before the planned date? choose 1 answer 
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A. enter a scheduling period of six months 
B. enter a tolarance of 50 % 
C. enter a call horizon 50 % 
D. enter an offset of six months 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 124  
 

You need to create a structuring element within a BOM without the view for physical inventroy. 
which material type do you use? choose 1 answer 

 
A. non-valuated (UNBW) 
B. operation suppliers (HIBE) 
C. maintenance assembly (IBAU) 
D. spare part ( ERSA) 

 

  Answer: C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 125  
 

In which maintenance object can you use an activity type? choose 2 answer 
 

A. maintenance order header 
B. task list header 
C. maintenance order operation 
D. work center 

 

  Answer: C, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 126  
 

Which order type do you need when you refurbish defective parts? choose 1 answer 
 

A. order type with refurbishment indicator 
B. order type breakdown maintenance 
C. order type of pereventive maintenance 
D. order type with investement indicator 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: A  
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  Question: 127  
 

What must you assing for a cross-plant planning scenario? choose 1 answer 
 

A. the same planner group to multiple maintenance plants 
B. multiple planning plants to a maintenance plant 
C. the same planner group to multiple plants 
D. the same planning plant to multiple maintenance plants 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 128  
 

What must you maintain before you create the measuring point or counters for technical objects? 
choose 1 answer 

 
A. enter an annual estimate 
B. create a code group in the necssary catalog 
C. assign characterisics to classes 
D. create necssary characterisitics in the calssification system 

 

  Answer: D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 129  
 

You plan to use the integration of maintenance order and project system (PS) objects. to which PS 
objects can you assign a maintenance order? choose 2 answers 

 
A. network operation 
B. WBS element 
C. network header 
D. project definition 

 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 130  
 

Which prerequiste do you require for SAP Asset manger? choose 2 answers+9/ 
 

A. mobile add-on for S/4hana 
B. SAP cloud platform 
C. SAP mobile platform 
D. mobile add-on for SAP ERP 
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  Answer: A, B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 131  
 

During the implementation project, you need to define the organizational units. Which of the 
following objects can you directly assign a maintenance plant? 

 
A. location 
B. maintenance planner group 
C. controlling area 
D. maintenance work center 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 132  
 

Two maintenance package of a maintenance strategy are due at the same time. Which parameter 
determine that only one of these maintenance package is executed? choose 1 answer 

 
A. hierarchy 
B. package sequence 
C. offset 
D. lead float 

 

  Answer: A  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 133  
 

You create an equipement task list for piece of equipment without BOM assignment. How can you 
assign component to a task list operation of this equipement taks list? choose 1 answer 
A. 
- assign the header material of a material BOM as assembly to a task operation 
- select components from the BOM to the task list operation 
B. 
- assign the BOM usage for free material assignement in customizing 
- freely assign material as componenet to the task list operation 
C. 
- manually assign the BOM usage to a task list header 
- add component from the BOM to the task list operation 
D. 
- assign the header material of a mateiral BOM to the equipment taks list header 
- select compoment from the BOM to the task list operation 
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Explanation: 

 
 

  Answer: B  

 
 

  Question: 134  
When the planner checks the capacity load of work center, which data of the order is used? choose 2 
answers 

 
A. basic start 
B. amount of work 
C. scheduled start 
D. duration of the activity 

 

  Answer: B, D  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 135  
 

At which level can the planner estimate costs in a maintenance order? choose 1 answer 
 

A. at the work center level 
B. at the cost center level 
C. at the value category level 
D. at the component level 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 136  

How SAP offer SAP Asset intelligent network? choose 1 answer 
 

A. as a license free SAP S4HANA add-on 
B. as a license-free ERP add-on 
C. as a part of S4HANA on premise 
D. as a cloud-based application 

  Answer: C  

 
 

 
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 137  

  Answer: D  

 

When the planner adds a stock material in the orders, which activities are performed next in relation 
to the order? choose 3 answers 

 
A. perform the availablity check 
B. post the goods receipt 
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C. post the goods issue 
D. create the purchase order 
E. print the material provision 

 

  Answer: A, C, E  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 138  
 

The planner must add an activity to a notification which must be executed in the future. Which 
option in the notification, that can be predefined in a catalog does the planner use? choose 1 answer 

 
A. an activity in the notification item 
B. a task in the notification header 
C. a text in the notification item 
D. a text in the subject long text screen 

 

  Answer: B  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 139  
 

Which activities can a planner perfrom with the manage malfunction report SAPUI5 app? choose 3 
answer 

 
A. enter effort 
B. assign work to technician 
C. enter material 
D. print shop papers 
E. enter measurement reading 

 

  Answer: A, B, C  
Explanation: 

 

  Question: 140  
 

Which of the following are mandatory parameters for a counter used for performance-based 
maintenance planning? choose 2 answers 

 
A. estimated annual performance 
B. code group 
C. counter overflow reading 
D. characteristics 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: A, D  
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  Question: 141  

What does the planner use to trigger the procurment of external service from a maintenance order? 
choose 1 answer 

 
A. special maintenance activity type 
B. special order type 
C. special activity type 
D. special control key 

 
 

 
Explanation: 

  Answer: D  
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